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Matching Funding with Human Capital

• Startups are a significant source of innovation and economic disruption, relying in
large part on private equity

• Capital raising progresses in rounds, where new ventures secure funding from Angels
and VCs in exchange for ownership and control

• In this two-sided matching process, investors pick startups based on the founding
team’s perceived ability (Bernstein et al., 2017) with other factors like the business
idea or attention from other investors also playing a role (Gomez-Mejia et al., 1990)

• Founders choose investors based on criteria like reputation and expertise (Sørensen
2007) and the depth of their network (Hsu, 2004)



Bias Against Female Investors?

• Startups are essential job growth and wealth drivers but often exhibit severe gender
inequality (Phillips, 2005; Yang and Aldrich, 2014)

• Anecdotal accounts, especially in Silicon Valley, use terms such as ”bro culture,” ”boys
club,” and ”Brotopia” to describe components of startup culture (e.g., Chang, 2019)

• Are these isolated events or data points alluding to a larger picture?

• On the one hand, as gender is orthogonal to the investor’s ability, it is plausible to
assume it will not play a meaningful role in the matching exercise

• On the other hand, other forces like:

— Homophilic tendencies (Kossinets and Watts, 2009; Ertug et al., 2022)
— Under-representation of female investors and,
— Role Congruity Theory (Eagly and Carli 2003)

• Suggests that founders could harbor bias against female investors, causing them to
eschew her from investment opportunities



Hypothesis Testing

• Our study test whether:

— Startups demonstrate a preference for male investors over female investors
— These preferences are stronger in Tech Hubs
— These preferences stem from perception of female competency, especially in situations of

role (in)congruity

• This leads to three hypotheses:

— H1: When faced with an unsolicited funding opportunity, startups prefer
male investors

— H2: When faced with an unsolicited funding opportunity, startups in a tech
hub will prefer male investors more than their counterparts across the
country

— H3: When faced with an unsolicited funding opportunity from a
professionally qualified investor, startup engagement will improve for the
male and decline for the female investor



Research Design
Randomized Field Experiment Overview

• Using CrunchBase dataset, we filter for startups incorporated in the US (about
100,000) with valid and ’Cleaned’ email addresses formed from 2005 onwards, leaving
us with 40,572 startups

• Cleaning our email prior to the experiment is a crucial step, ensuring a low bounce
rate

• Using deception, approved by our IRB, we build a series of fake websites on WiX and
using an SEO procedure to ensure they are among the top hits when typing selected
words on search engines

• Then, we randomly assign the startups to receive an email from:

— Male or female investor
— Angel or VC
— Totting professional credentials (JD, CPA, MD) or not



Research Design
Data Generating Process

• Sending emails on July 2020 outside working hours (both the East and West coast) to
minimize violation of the SUTVA assumption

• Using a pull request for a 1x1 pixel image, WiX’s technology records whether the
email was:

— Sent
— Opened
— Clicked on (via a hyperlinked in the email’s body)

• WiX’s platform also enables further correspondence between sender and receiver on
its platform, which caused us to receive hundreds of messages wanting to set up
meetings with our fake investors

• After sending the emails, we wait two weeks and download the results



Research Design
Email label, as seen from recipient’s perspective



Research Design
Email body, with hyperlinks and a hidden 1x1 pixel varying the sender’s name



Research Design
Data collected by WiX



Summary Statistics and Random Sampling



Startup Response Rates by Year of Incorporation



Testing H1:
When faced with an unsolicited funding opportunity, startups prefer male investors



Testing H2:
Startups in a tech hub will prefer male investors more than their counterparts across the country



Testing H3:
Startup engagement will improve for a certified male investor and decline for a certified female investor



Conclusion

• As a first of its kind, this field experiment uses cold-email correspondence to gauge
whether founders react to unsolicited opportunities from potential investors

• Our results demonstrate a strong reaction to this communication method first, and
secondly, gender-based discrimination against female investors

• Moreover, much of this discrimination remains undocumented as it occurs in the
matching process’s pre-contracting phase

• Finally, in line with theory on gender stereotypes, we find that credentials that
suggest more capable or talented investors improve engagement for male investors but
reduce female investors’ appeal to founders




